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R-1 – Cortile Reserve
Address
Off The Postern and The Parapet, rear 132-140 Edinburgh Road and 1-31 The Parapet.
System
Neighbourhood park behind houses in Edinburgh Rd and The Parapet which includes the tennis courts, planned by Griffin, which was one of the early community facilities planned
for the estates.
Early drawings of the estate show a single tennis court.
Description
Category: Park, sports ground, area of cultural significance, general community use.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
General: Park slopes gently in a downward direction from north to south and is accessed by two long, narrow pathways one from The Postern on the west and the other from The
Parapet on the east. The park is bordered by residential development on all sides.
This is a recreational park with: Two tennis courts with synthetic grass covering approximately 50% of the reserve surrounded by galvanised cyclone mesh fencing; tennis pavilion,
external entry to toilets; timber park bench in front of club house has1993 memorial plaque to local community worker; children’s play equipment – 2 slippery dips set side by side 1.0m high, on rubber surface, 2 children’s sprung play equipment; timber walking balance beam; sandpit. Open spaces are grassed; area in front of pavilion (approx. 6m x 6m) is
concreted; garden beds have been constructed along the north, east and south east side boundary fences. Mature Australian natives, non-indigenous to Castlecrag, are a major
component of the character of the park now.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cultural Features
Tennis court use from early period of suburb and pavilion built in 1928.
Large mature native trees (non-indigenous) were planted at early establishment of park.
Children’s playground.
Picnic table on eastern side of tennis courts.

Existing access
Main access into the park is via two concrete paths which are part of the pathway network one from The Postern on the western side and the other from The Parapet on the eastern
side. These long narrow access paths to the park have made maintenance and other works difficult to undertake within the park. A concrete path gives access through park and
steps direct pedestrians to the pavilion. A more direct route through the park is provided by a stabilized crushed sandstone path from the northwest corner of the pavilion and
connects to the west side concrete path (completed 2010).
Existing Maintenance
Council officers and contractors care for grounds and buildings. Tennis Club lessees care for the tennis courts. Voluntary parkcare team meet monthly.
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Issues and concerns
Landscape design, maintenance and amenity issues have been listed in the Cortile Reserve Action Plan issued in Sept. 2009. These issues are progressively being addressed by
the Willoughby City Council’s Open Space department. The health of mature native trees whose root system lies below tennis court surface requires ongoing monitoring.
Role / significance
This is a well-established neighbourhood park that demonstrates the Griffin concepts of community recreational facilities and the pedestrian network. This is the only reserve in the
system which has active recreational use.
This reserve lies along an ecological linkage which runs in a north/south direction across the ridge plateau of Castlecrag.
Management Policy
Use: Maintain existing pattern of uses; maintain amenity of tennis courts and facilities of the clubhouse, the playground and surrounds to function for general community use, with
safety and security for all groups.
Access: Concrete entry paths from The Postern and The Parapet and a stabilised decomposed granite path runs from northwest corner of the clubhouse and connects to the
western concrete path (2010). Maintain and ensure surfaces are kept clean of debris and are even. Remove overhanging vegetation.
Landscape character: Retain overall character; continue to improve amenity for all users and neighbours.
Vegetation: Continue to move toward more indigenous plants in planting beds to enhance fauna corridor while retaining grassed areas for children's play; planting to focus on
creating boundary fence screening; retain mature planted natives and monitor health; ground covers/perennials/ferns are preferred planting over turf alongside access pathways.
Any substantial plantings removed should be replaced by new plantings. Liaise with surrounding residents to control garden escapes and encourage them to plant indigenous
native species.
Cultural features: Large mature Australian natives planted on edge of tennis court to be retained and health monitored, picnic setting on eastern side is to be replaced, install new
picnic setting under Brushbox beside playground which is to be upgraded in time.
Lease: Lease of tennis courts has been reviewed with the granting of leases for terms not exceeding 10 years over the land comprising the two tennis courts and the use of the
pavilion when tennis is played on the courts ref: Cortile Reserve POM Document.
Priorities for action
Actions that have been listed in the Cortile Reserve Action Plan issued in Sept. 2009 are progressively being addressed.
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R-2 – Lookout Reserve
Address
Off The Parapet and Sortie Port, rear 142,144 Edinburgh Road, 2-14 The Parapet, 1-14 Sortie Port, 1-5 The Rampart.
System
Open area neighbourhood park for some properties on The Parapet, Sortie Port and The Rampart. The reserve includes a substantial rock escarpment along its western edge.
Adjoins the ridge plateau area of the Castlecrag Estate, the Lookout once provided the opportunity for views to Middle Harbour hence its name, these are now obscured by mature
trees and houses.
Description
Category: Park, natural area: escarpment.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
General: This is a linear reserve following one of the upper escarpments and linking via a well-used pathway to Turret Reserve. Topography faces east and slopes gently away
from the low rock ledge (to 2.0m high) running along the western boundary below housing along The Parapet. Vegetation was originally more sparse Sydney Ridge Top Woodland,
and though some prominent native trees survive at the southern end, they are likely to be native trees planted by Walter Burley Griffin and others. The reserve is mostly mown lawn,
with exotic and non-indigenous trees planted by adjoining residents. It has been well maintained by adjoining residents with some employing bush regeneration techniques at the
southern end. Council has located garden beds to screen some of the adjoining property boundaries planted with local indigenous shrubs, grasses and groundcovers. Several
natural rock outcrops and the rock ledge along the western boundary which were covered in weeds and debris over time have been exposed.
Cultural Features
Some of the natives are said to have been planted by Griffin namely the Lemon Scented Gum – Corymbia citriodora and Queensland Firewheel Tree - Stenocarpus sinuatus located at the south end of the park. They are non-indigenous. At the time of planting supplies of native trees were then limited and differences between bushland areas were not
well understood. The Paper Bark - Melaleuca quinquenervia is said to have been planted by Marion Mahony Griffin.
The large rocky ledge overhang behind 6 and 8 The Parapet has been a favourite spot for informal plays by local children.
The reserve provides a rear view of the Griffin designed house at 8 The Parapet where Walter Burley Griffin and wife Marion Mahony Griffin lived.
A timber bench is located near the Hoop Pine.
Existing Access
Pathway links to Turret Reserve from the southern end of the reserve, west side of reserve a pathway links to The Parapet and east side of reserve a pathway links to the Sortie
Port. Access from the north to Edinburgh Road was originally intended through the corner block, which was originally planned as ‘reserve for public building’ and was sold to the
Church who later sold the block. Posts have been installed to indicate the access points to the reserve off the roads.
Existing Maintenance
Council contractors and adjoining residents take care of their own section of the reserve. Voluntary bushcare team meet monthly.
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Issues and Concerns
Reserve requires ongoing maintenance with mowing and weed removal from garden beds in areas used for passive recreation. There is a need for ongoing regeneration of
indigenous species to maintain the fauna corridor. Ongoing monitoring of drainage is required through the southern side of reserve with removal of debris from drainage areas as
necessary. Ongoing removal of weeds and debris from major rock features is required.
Role / Significance
This is a well-established neighbourhood park that demonstrates the Griffin concepts of recreational open space adjoining residential homes which provides the opportunity for
community to come together. It also demonstrates the linking pedestrian network. Reserve enhances habitat linkages.
Management Policy
Use: Maintain use for passive recreation
Access: Maintain amenity for pedestrians walking through the reserve.
Landscape Character: Retain overall character. Maintain amenity for users and neighbours.
Vegetation: Maintain plantings which improve privacy for adjoining owners, for users of the reserve and which define paths through the reserves. Regenerate around existing
indigenous vegetation as needed. Continue to under prune existing Hoop Pine.
Rock outcrops: Continue to maintain exposure of rock outcrops by removal of vegetation. Protect escarpment. Monitor any encroachments.
Cultural Features: Retain trees planted by Griffin.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Priorities for Action
Maintain existing indigenous plantings.
Replace exotics where practical with indigenous plants.
Retain trees planted by Griffin.
Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris especially from steps.
Monitor and maintain drainage through site.
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R-3 – Tower Reserve
Address
Accessed via reserve road between 198 and 200 Edinburgh Road.
System
The highest reserve in the Griffin System located at the northern end of the linear system of reserves that feature a prominent sandstone escarpment (from Embrasure, Gargoyle
and Oriel to Buttress and Tower) - dominated by Castle Rock (off Edinburgh Road) and with fine views both from castle Rock and from the escarpment that joins with Buttress
Reserve. Neighbourhood park for some properties in Edinburgh Road, The Citadel and The Bulwark. Now formal vehicular access for properties 33 to 41 The Bulwark.
Description
Category: Park, natural area: bushland, escarpment.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
Plant Community: The bushland is Sydney Sandstone Ridgetop Woodland, Woodland/Low Woodland [10ar(Wlw)].
General: Remnants of indigenous Sydney Sandstone Ridgetop Woodland survive in the northern Tower outcrop area and in the north western corner. The remainder of the site is
dominated by exotic Coral trees, struck from cuttings by one of the neighbours. There has been removal of some weeds in the north-west corner of the reserve, but much of the
lower area remains dominated by weed cover to the lower and middle canopies. At the entrance to several properties owners have established gardens or undertaken some
landscaping which in the past consisted of mostly ornamental species.
There is a bitumen paved access road and parking area in crushed sandstone. Driveways provide 'rear' access to properties in The Citadel and the Bulwark. Vehicular, pedestrian
and postal delivery access etc. to the Bulwark properties 33 to 41 has been formalised with residential address name change to Tower Reserve. A grassed area has been
established between bitumen road and the Castle Rock on shallow soil and the bitumen road covers an uneven surface of rock. Whilst these works may be regarded as reducing
the naturalness of the area, they have improved amenity for the neighbours and converted it from a neglected area with building wastes and weed infestation into a useable park.
The visual prominence of Castle Rock has been maintained by the lack of fencing to the adjoining properties at 194, 196 and 198 Edinburgh Road. This works well for property
owners and reserve users because existing access to the top of the rock from properties is obscured, thus maintaining the amenity of both adjoining property owners and the
viability of the remnant indigenous plant species.
The boundaries to the reserve are obscure in the southern half, especially adjoining properties 13 The Citadel and 41 The Bulwark. Council has recently defined the access path to
south east side escarpment which overlooks Buttress Reserve below.
Cultural features
Highest rock outcrop in Castlecrag, named Castle Rock by Griffin and served as the prompt to naming the roads and reserves after the parts of a castle. This is a place for
appreciating the 360 degree panoramic views from the rock. Access to the rock was once via steps cut into the northern face, at the rear of the adjoining Edinburgh Road property,
now only used by residents of property.
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Existing access
Vehicular and pedestrian access exists off Edinburgh Road between 98 and 200. Pathway access exists from The Bulwark between 31 and 33 The Bulwark and from The Citadel
between 7 and 9. Access to the lower level of the Buttress Reserve is too difficult because of its rugged and steep terrain. Ensure access to the upper escarpment level of the
Buttress Reserve is clearly identified in order for public to access and appreciate the view of Buttress Reserve and beyond.
Existing maintenance
Contractors and a volunteer bushcare group meet monthly.
Issues and concerns
There has been degradation of good remnant species from competition and overshadowing with exotics e.g. Coral trees which are suppressing the diversity of native understorey
plants. Lack of boundary definition within the lower part of the reserve has made the reserve appear as private property so that access to views from escarpment has in the past
been limited.
Local children using the Castle Rock to play and build cubby houses unfortunately causes damage to the flora on the rock outcrop.
Role / significance
This is a major natural landmark in Castlecrag and viewing point in original Griffin system. Reserve enhances pedestrian and ecological linkages.
Management Policy
Use: Passive recreation, especially as a lookout and small gathering point on grassed area. Continue to define the pedestrian access made to the escarpment view overlooking the
Buttress by creating more definition between the adjoining properties and public space.
Access: Maintain access pathways from The Citadel and The Bulwark. Maintain vehicular access to adjoining properties with no further increase in width of driveways. Maintain
existing access to top of Castle Rock. Ensure that there remains easy access to distant view from the escarpment onto and across Buttress Reserve.
Landscape character: Retain character with open grassed area suitable for picnics, move towards more indigenous plants.
Vegetation: Regeneration, expanding from existing native vegetation; reduce the Coral trees over time; discuss with adjoining owners that reserve areas adjoining their properties
are to be planted with indigenous plants suitable for their location.
Rock Outcrops: Protect rock outcrops and retain access for community use of reserve by maintaining access especially to the top of Castle Rock; consider further exposure of
rock on lower levels in reserve.
Cultural features: Maintain sympathetic access to top of Castle Rock. Adjoining development should have minimal impact on the reserve, so that reserve can be used without
people feeling they are intruding on amenity of neighbours.
Priorities for action
Continue and gradually increase areas of regeneration and ensure Castle Rock remains free of weeds.
Discuss plantings near private properties with neighbours to reduce exotics and increase areas of indigenous plants. Gradually remove exotics on lower level of reserve and expose
rock surfaces where possible.
Ensure more easy and identifiable access is provided to escarpment view across Buttress Reserve.
Gradually reduce the number of Coral trees, to assist with achieving more viable indigenous plant understorey.
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R-4 – Buttress Reserve
14

Address
Off Oriel and Tower Reserves and between 6 The Bartizan and 49 The Bulwark.
System
Part of the linear linking of reserves which forms an important Castlecrag sandstone escarpment and a reserve which also provides views from nearby properties towards Sailors
Bay. The reserve features some interesting sandstone boulders. Originally this reserve was planned as a neighbourhood park however steep rocky terrain on its edges as well as
vegetation have prevented this over time.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland, escarpment.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
Plant Community: The bushland is Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest [10agi(Ofw)].
General: Existing primarily because of its rugged topographic features. It adjoins Tower Reserve and (technically) is linked to Oriel Reserve via a designated drainage
reserve/pathway, which is difficult to access due to vegetation and terrain. The reserve consists of a stretch of upper rock escarpment with a significant steep drop down to a lower
area. Both sections are difficult to access due to surrounding property boundaries and difficult to access terrain. Large ‘twin rock’ feature forms a prominent marker for the lower part
of the reserve and the junction of Tower and Buttress is marked by a prominent and dramatic escarpment that continues through the adjoining property to the north east.
The lower area has a surviving remnant of indigenous bushland. Substantial flows of water occur off the east facing slopes of the reserve entering the rear of 6 The Bartizan. A
drainage reserve follows along the northern edge of 6 The Bartizan. Repairs were done in 2012 on the drainage reserve between the Buttress Reserve and The Bartizan to control
flows and as well as to the sandstone wall where it connects to The Bartizan. Low old timber squared fence posts mark the property lines boundaries of 47 and 48 The Bulwark.
Encroachments: The shed for 49 The Bulwark is very close to and possibly over the reserve boundary. Part of the reserve, adjoining 5 Tower Reserve, is lawn continuous with
that around the house - which itself is very close to the rear and side boundary. It appears as private property.
Cultural features
The rugged natural topography features a major sandstone escarpment with prominent ‘twin rocks’ and contains some remnant woodland vegetation. Views can be seen from the
upper escarpment across the reserve to south eastern side of Castlecrag.
Existing access
This reserve is effectively inaccessible except to adjoining owners. Easier access would assist with improving the maintenance of the reserve which is currently done by a
Contractor. There are three possible points of entry: from Tower Reserve, from Oriel Reserve and from The Bartizan. None of these are easily accessible. Buttress Reserve meets
the roadway of The Bartizan as a sheer cliff, 2-3 m high, with some stonework at southern end. The upper level of the reserve adjoins Tower Reserve the access to which has been
improved considerably. The access from Oriel Reserve appears as private land because the adjoining house is close to the reserve boundary. This route through is difficult due to
vegetation blocking the pathway followed by very steep and uneven terrain.
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Existing Maintenance
Council contractor has been regenerating the indigenous bushland in this reserve.
Role / significance
The reserve is a link in the chain of five small Griffin Reserves (Embrasure, Gargoyle, Oriel, Tower and Buttress) with Oriel Reserve to the west and Tower Reserve to the north.
The reserve is at the end of a system of (originally) linking linear reserves formed beneath a major Castlecrag sandstone escarpment complex. Reserve enhances habitat linkages.
Management Policy
Use: Area of natural bushland for passive recreation and viewing place and as part of linking system of reserves.
Access: Due to its rugged territory, creating access to this reserve is extremely difficult. As access from upper parts to the lower parts of the Griffin Reserve System can occur via
other reserves and pathways, creating access to and through this reserve is not a priority.
Landscape character: Retain the natural bushland appearance of the reserve.
Vegetation: Continue removal of unwanted vegetation and accumulated garden rubbish; conserve and enhance existing indigenous remnant bushland. Some planting may be
desirable to assist natural regeneration and reduce maintenance.
Rock outcrop: Remove accumulated surface litter to expose rock faces.
Cultural features: Maintain access from Tower Reserve to upper edge of Buttress Reserve in order to view reserve, 'twin rocks' and distant view from upper level on escarpment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Priorities for action
Continue removal of unwanted weeds and exotics, and continue with follow up bush regeneration.
Monitor drainage through reserve.
Ensure ongoing identifiable easy access from Tower Reserve to upper escarpment edge of Buttress Reserve where bench seat is located for viewing.
Keep rock surfaces exposed and clean of debris.
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R-5 – Oriel Reserve
Address
Off The Citadel and The Bartizan.
System
The reserve is a link in the chain of five small Griffin Reserves (Tower, Buttress, Oriel, Gargoyle and Embrasure).Gargoyle Reserve is located to the west and Buttress and Tower
Reserve to the north. Oriel Reserve forms the pivot of a system of (originally) linking linear reserves formed beneath a major Castlecrag sandstone escarpment complex.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
Plant Community: The bushland is Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest [10agi(Ofw)].
General: Oriel Reserve is a 1400 sq m sloping triangular pocket of bushland which has a south east aspect. At its highest point it shares a prominent sandstone rock platform with
adjoining properties (2, 4 and 6 The Bartizan & 17 and 19 The Citadel). It is accessible from The Citadel in the north, Gargoyle Reserve to the west and The Bartizan to the east.
The area has very limited resilience and was dominated by fishbone fern ground cover and a near monoculture of Pittosporum undulatum. A pair of Banksia serrata, with plantings
of Acacia binervia and Acacia elata completed the midstorey. The last of the remnant canopy (an Angophora costata and Eucalyptus piperita) died in 2006.
Since that time a series of small prescribed area burns, weed removal, seed broadcasting, planting and transplanting, conducted by volunteers and WCC staff have dramatically
changed the reserve. As a result of these activities there has been improvements in the native seed bank, increased exposure of the rock outcrops (Griffin Reserves Plan of
Management, Part 1, 3.3) and re-establishment of the Eucalyptus canopy (Griffin Reserves Plan of Management, Part 1, 3.4.1). Many plant families are still underrepresented,
especially Fabaceae, Proteaceae and Epacridaceae. Once these families are reintroduced they can replenish the seed bank and contribute to the diversity of the mid-storey.
At the junction with the reserve, this lower link path cuts across the south western corner of 2 The Bartizan. Because of its 'natural' and unfenced state the property appears
(visually) to be part of the reserve - one of the places in the Griffin Reserves which still reflects the casual and integrated policy of reserves and private property being as one and
not fenced apart.
An informal earth path with sandstone steps is used for neighbour access to adjoining downhill properties along The Bulwark. An inaccessible link, shared by an electricity
easement, leads south to The Bulwark but terminates in a rock face drop of 2-3 metres at The Bartizan below. There are some remnants of indigenous vegetation along this link.
The link to Buttress Reserve, which appears almost to correspond with the edge of the escarpment, is marked by two survey nails driven into the live rock behind 4 The Bartizan.
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Cultural features
Oriel Reserve contains a frequently used thoroughfare between The Bartizan and The Citadel and as a result facilitates Council’s aim of increased pedestrian activity.
One cultural feature is a chair carved out of sandstone, possibly dating to the 1920s, positioned on the south side of the track to Gargoyle Reserve, in the lower western corner,
which may once have given a worthwhile view over Retreat and Castlehaven Reserves.
Existing access
As originally planned, the reserve had five access links; one each to Gargoyle and Buttress reserves (now not easily accessible); one used for the electricity easement to The
Bulwark below (now ending in a 2 metre drop at an excavated sandstone face) and a link to The Citadel above (via concrete paved path) and through to The Bartizan (similarly
paved). Track to Buttress Reserve to be used by Council Contractors as maintenance access track only.
Existing Maintenance
Contractors and volunteer bushcare group.
Issues and concerns
Services: Power lines run through the eastern side of site and require trees to be pruned along its line; three sewer access chambers run along the north west of the site and
leakage from the pits has been responsible for degradation of the vegetation.
Previous disturbance: inappropriate plantings over the years of native species not endemic to the area are still adversely affecting the seed bank of the reserve.
Surroundings: Oriel is completely surrounded by residential properties which have in the past been responsible for garden escapees that have invaded the reserve.
Human impacts: Residents and their pets walking through the reserve, continually bring in weed seed which directly impacts the tracks. Encroachments have permanently
changed the reserve in the past however some of these areas can be gradually planted with endemic native vegetation to limit further negative impacts.
Rock Outcrops: Protection of rock formations which are a part of the visual character of the reserve are partly on private property.
Achievements
1. Residents, with the assistance of WCC’s Bushcare Program, formed a Bushcare group in 2004. The Oriel Bushcare group has worked to re-establish the reserve’s original
vegetation. The group, consisting mainly of residents adjoining the reserve, has also benefited the community by providing a social focus.
2. Pathway from The Citadel has been maintained. A Canary Island date palm has been removed, however, a Camphor Laurel still needs to be removed.
3. The major rock ledge and outcrops on the eastern boundary have been well exposed but needs ongoing monitoring, with the Ficus providing good screen to neighbouring
property.
4. Ecological burns have been conducted by WCC’s Bushfire Management Team in 2005, 2006 and 2009 in various areas of the reserve.
5. The Oriel Reserve name plaque has been installed alongside the track connecting The Citadel to The Bartizan and track signposts.
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Role / significance
This is a pivotal reserve in the Griffin reserve and pathway system. Reserve allows for accessible open space and recreational facilities and contributes to conserve and maintain
the natural ecosystem. Enhances habitat corridors and pedestrian linkages and retains rock outcrops and some indigenous vegetation. It is used as a major pedestrian link between
reserves and between The Bartizan and The Citadel.
The reserve, as part of the complex of reserves in Castlecrag, forms an important wildlife linkage between the Northern Escarpment and Watergate Reserve. The reserve is used
by a variety of bird species and is home to the Golden-Crowned Snake (Cacophis squamulosus) and Southern Leaf-tailed Gecko (Phyllurus platurus).
Management Policy
Use: Recreational natural area and as part of the linear walkway system beside the escarpment.
Access: Improved access exists to Gargoyle Reserve. Track and steps through the reserve to be maintained as required with removal of overhanging vegetation and debris from
steps and monitored for stability.
Landscape character: Retain existing character; continue to establish and increase reserve’s original vegetation.
Vegetation: Create improved conditions for establishment of appropriate understorey and ground cover plants, shrubs, grasses and groundcovers to be transplanted into the area
from Watergate Reserve. Large Ficus to be continually trimmed to prevent it from dominating the area. Liase with adjoining residents to remove privet and weeds and replace with
native plant species.
Rock outcrops: Continue ongoing removal of surface litter from rock surfaces; protect rock formations continuous with the reserve.
Encroachments: Existing landscape work – garden beds and paths on Council land, which appear as part of property of 4 The Bartizan will need to be monitored especially if and
when property’s ownership is transferred. Monitor any new works on adjoining properties and discuss with owners if encroachment concerns arise.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Priorities for action
Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris especially from steps.
Continue to increase the diversity of indigenous species with bush regeneration.
Stone seat carved into sandstone rock (1920’s). Continue to keep clear of growth and debris.
Electricity Authority is to maintain clearance of trees below wires. Tall trees and shrubs growing under electricity wires to be monitored and replaced gradually with lower
growing species.
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R-6 – Gargoyle Reserve
Address
Between The Battlement and The Bulwark, also between 79 and 81 The Bulwark.
System
The reserve is a link in the chain of five small Griffin Reserves (Tower, Buttress, Oriel, Gargoyle and Embrasure) with Embrasure Reserve to the west and Oriel to the east. Along
with Oriel Gargoyle Reserve forms the pivot of a system of (originally) linking linear reserves formed beneath a major Castlecrag sandstone escarpment complex. The Gargoyle
aptly named by Griffin due to water spouting from a natural rock overhang which then flowed down along a natural watercourse.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland, escarpment, watercourse.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
Plant Community: The bushland is Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest [10agi(Ofw)].
General: The topography has a south-east to southerly aspect and the site is dissected at its widest part by a natural water course that takes mainly urban run-off from The
Battlement piped to the rock escarpment. It then travels down a natural watercourse with large sandstone boulders down to The Bulwark below. Neighbours who knew this area as
children report that it was a magical place years ago.
The vegetation is heavily modified indigenous bushland with little upper canopy species surviving. The reserve has had an extensive weed invasion, due to its location below a
drainage reserve. Due to the work of a Council contractor and Bushcare group some of the remnant bush has been restored. The site had a major fire in 1938-39.
The reserve has a narrow frontage to The Bulwark (3.05 m - the same width as drainage reserves). From the top of this narrow access, a set of stone steps (probably built in 1930s)
follows the boundary of 81 towards the pathway linking to Embrasure Reserve. It is likely that some time ago there was an informal arrangement whereby the access was on or
near the driveway of 81, up a short flight of stairs and then cutting the corner of the block, to meet the stone stairway. This corner is now blocked by the fence to the swimming pool.
Removal of unwanted vegetation may reveal further steps/paths.
Cultural features
There is evidence of early pathways and steps as part of the pathway system as in other reserves in this system, leading up from The Bulwark. This access is no longer in use.
Existing access
There are two pathways leading to this reserve, one from Embrasure Reserve and one from Oriel Reserve. Access from The Battlement via the drainage reserve is restricted by the
steep drop at the escarpment and drainage inspection pit. The reserve itself extends to The Bulwark and is likely to have been accessible from here in the past but is no longer
possible.
Existing Maintenance
Council contractor and volunteer bushcare group.
Issues and concerns
1. Garden run-off and escapes from stormwater and resident’s gardens above.
2. Prolific weed invasion.
Role / significance
The reserve is a central and important part of a linking reserve system with a creek bed and prominent rock escarpment which once featured a spout ('Gargoyle') of water (now
stormwater outlet). Reserve allows for accessible open space to surrounding properties and contributes to conserve and maintain the natural ecosystem. Reserve enhances
ecological and pedestrian linkages.
Management Policy
Use: Maintain as recreational natural area and as part of the linear walkway system beside the escarpment.
24

Access: Accessible along the pathway through the reserve which traverses across the creek bed via a stepping stone bridge. Walking tracks link to Oriel and Embrasure
Reserves. Ongoing maintenance of track and steps through the reserve is required with removal of overhanging vegetation and debris from steps and ongoing monitoring for
stability.
Landscape character: Continue to move towards indigenous vegetation.
Vegetation: Continue ongoing removal of weed infestations; protect remnant vegetation, encourage indigenous vegetation; continue to monitor ornamental Fiddlewood tree. Clear
and expose natural rock formations of escarpment and along creek line.
Cultural features: Retain stone stairway and any other steps or paths found after removal of unwanted vegetation.
Rock outcrops: Continue ongoing removal of surface litter from rock surfaces; protect rock formations within the reserve.
Encroachments: Monitor encroachments from neighbouring properties.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Priorities for action
Continue ongoing weed and rubbish removal.
Continue ongoing regeneration of local species.
Examine the area for evidence of historical paths and steps and expose.
Continue to expose rock ledge of escarpment and along creek line where possible.
Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris especially from steps.
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R-7 – Embrasure Reserve
Address
Access via pathway off The Battlement between 17 and 19 and pathway off The Bastion between 19 and 21.
System
The reserve is a link in the chain of five small Griffin Reserves (Tower, Buttress, Oriel, Gargoyle and Embrasure). It is at the western end of the chain with Gargoyle Reserve sitting
to its east. The reserve sits beneath a major Castlecrag sandstone escarpment complex which runs along its north western boundary.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland, escarpment, watercourse.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
Plant Community: The bushland is Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest [10agi(Ofw)].
General: The reserve is dominated by the long sandstone escarpment overhanging along its north western boundary, with the collapsed or fallen rock slabs from above forming
major features on its slope. The topography has an easterly aspect; the upper canopy has some remnant indigenous bushland species. To the west several Coral Trees dominate
the area with their leaf litter preventing the local species from thriving. There is a large colony of slender tree fern Cyathea cooperii. An area of cleared land once mown lawn now
planted with groundcover in the eastern (lowest) corner has been inherited from the previous resident adjoining at 97 The Bulwark. It is highly likely that there is either superficial or
archaeological evidence of pre-European settlement under the escarpment-cliff overhangs. There is clear evidence of past use of the reserve and of casual tracks across it, either
from the rear edges of adjoining neighbours or from the useable access passage ways. Long standing local residents recall the grove of slender tree ferns being more dominant,
and indigenous trees being more noticeable. There was a major fire in the reserve c.1938-39.
The piped stormwater drain occupying the access way/ drainage path between 19 and 21 The Bastion comes out into an open partly stoned edged channel that generally follows
the western edge of 97 The Bulwark, but despite appearances is well within the reserve: At 97 the pool fence is noted on a survey drawing as being partly on the reserve.
Cultural features
1. Possible archaeological evidence of Aboriginal occupation under large rock shelters.
2. Path through the reserve with a flight of stone steps.
3. Stone wall and small grassed areas.
Existing access
Designated and usable pathway access from The Battlement above and the Bastion to the south. Walking track exists linking the reserve to Gargoyle and Oriel Reserves then to
The Bartizan in the north east. Access via the creek line on the drainage reserve P-9 from The Bulwark is a desired pedestrian link by some of the residents. To ensure safe
passage the construction would have to be constructed above the creek line and be very expensive.
Neighbour access from east along easement/pathway into site from behind houses at The Bastion and The Bulwark.
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Existing Maintenance
Council contractor.
Role / significance
Preserves and showcases a major sandstone escarpment and overhang and major rock features within the reserve. Allows for accessible open space and recreational facilities.
Helps to conserve and maintain the natural ecosystem. Reserve enhances habitat and pedestrian linkages.
Management Policy
Use: Recreational natural area and as part of the linear walkway system beside the escarpment.
Access: Accessed by paths from the Bastion and The Battlement and track from the Gargoyle Reserve. Track and steps through the reserve to be maintained as required with
removal of overhanging vegetation and debris from steps and monitored for stability.
Vegetation: Ongoing removal of weed infestations and rubbish. Encourage regeneration of indigenous vegetation. Ongoing monitoring of Coral trees and removal of dropped
branches. Consider progressive removal of Coral trees when practical.
Rock outcrops: Where possible keep rocks clear of leaf drop and debris.
Cultural features: Preserve any remains of Aboriginal heritage that may be discovered on reserve and other remnants of old steps and pathways constructed in the past.
Encroachments: Monitor adjoining properties for possible future encroachments.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Issues and concerns
Garden run-off and escapes from resident’s gardens above.
Weeds and garden waste dumping.
Coral Trees and other exotics suppressing natural regeneration of native species.
Stormwater runoff from adjoining properties causing erosion.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Priorities for action
Remove accumulated vegetation, weedy areas and rubbish.
Examine the area for evidence of paths; pattern of drainage etc.
Ongoing council bush regeneration practice throughout reserve.
Monitor drainage through the reserve and from adjoining properties.
Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris especially from steps.
Consider means of achieving permanent access to The Bulwark.
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R–8 - Casement Reserve
Address
Between 9 and 11 The Redoubt.
System
Part of a major sandstone escarpment with fine views to Sailors Bay. Neighbourhood park for some properties in The Bastion, The Redoubt and The Barbette.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
Plant Community: The bushland is Sydney Sandstone Ridgetop Woodland, Low Woodland [10ar(Lw)].
General: The reserve features a large elevated exposed rock platform. The site is mostly level with remnant native trees, shrubs and ground covers established over most of the
site (that is not rock pavement). A small grassed area sits adjacent to The Redoubt frontage and there are some weeds / garden escapes to the southern and eastern boundaries
including a Kaffir Plum. Fences along the northern boundary (rear of The Bastion properties). No fence along the boundary with 11 The Redoubt, where the natural rock has been
kept exposed and merges with the reserve. There are views to the Spit at Middle Harbour through trees from the eastern side of the reserve, which would have been more dramatic
before the growth of trees in nearby properties. The reserve forms a well-used through way to The Barbette below (to the east) via a linking pathway part of which doubles as a
drainage channel and meets an open concrete drain along the south-western boundary.
Cultural features
Grassed area and bench seat at entry off The Redoubt. Reserve plaque on rockwall.
Existing access
Readily accessible directly from The Redoubt and from the rear of the adjoining properties and those along the adjoining pathway. A well-used access way through the reserve
which continues via a designated pathway and drainage reserve P-35 gives access to The Barbette. It has been upgraded to better manage the drainage from wet weather
conditions and improve safety for walkers.
Existing Maintenance
Bushcare group working with Council contractor.
Issues and concerns
Ongoing maintenance required for drainage along path through the reserve to The Barbette. Garden escapes and weed control. Monitor seed drop from Kaffir Plum at entry off The
Redoubt.
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Role / significance
An outstanding reserve because of its expansive rock platform and well preserved native vegetation, its suitability for passive recreation, and its function as a neighbourhood park.
Reserve enhances ecological and pedestrian linkages. There are sneak views to the heads from the eastern edge of the reserve.
Management Policy
Use: Maintain as a neighbourhood park for passive recreation and through route.
Access: Improvements have been made to the access walking track from The Redoubt though the reserve down to Watergate Reserve and The Barbette. Need for ongoing
monitoring.
Landscape character: Retain existing character.
Vegetation: Ongoing maintenance of regular weeding to remove garden escapes etc.; consider reduction (but not elimination) of grassed area and transition to native / noninvasive grass species that would have a more 'natural appearance, but which could still be used for play or picnics and require only seasonal mowing. Remove overhanging
branches of Kaffir Plum treefrom walking track pathway.
Rock platform and outcrops: Regular removal of leaf litter and other debris (every few years) so that it does not accumulate and become a 'landing pad' for weeds.
Cultural Feature: Maintain timber bench seat and signage.
Priorities for action
1. Continue removal of weeds from native vegetation and regeneration of native species.
2. Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris especially from steps. Ensure
drainage occurs away from path.
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R-9 – Turret Reserve
Address
The Rampart between 31 and 33.
System
Part of escarpment formation which includes The Keep below.
Neighbourhood reserve for some properties in The Parapet and The Rampart.
Description
Category: Park, natural area: bushland escarpment.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
Plant Community: The bushland is Sydney Sandstone Ridgetop Woodland, Low Woodland [10ar(Lw)].
General: It is clear that both Turret Reserve and Keep Reserve were chosen for their uniquely linking sandstone escarpment and rock platforms that lead up into Castlecrag from
the waterfront reserve system below to the south/west (Watergate Reserve and Warners Park).
The two reserves may be considered to form a representative profile of the two main sandstone escarpment systems that run along similar contours through the Griffin planned subdivisions (e.g. Casement, Embrasure, Gargoyle, Oriel and Buttress Reserves). Representative in that many of the lots above and below this section of The Rampart appear to have
large sandstone outcrops that survive intact (especially on the pre-1960 developments.)
Turret Reserve (at the top level, above The Rampart) is the most modified, with mown lawn of buffalo and couch (maintained by Council) and non-indigenous species. There are
remnant indigenous Eucalypt trees e.g. Eucalyptus camfieldii and some remnant native species understorey e.g. grass trees. Below the dominant rock escarpment are remnants of
the indigenous moist gully species (notably Blueberry Ash) but here there is much weed cover and evidence of garden rubbish having been tipped over the escarpment face and
into the crevices. The area below has been turned into lawn (in the past) by neighbours who also planted exotics most of which have been removed.
This area originally would once have had an extensive rock platform and sandy shallow soils with heath land plants. On the top area a small cricket practice pitch has been long
established and there is evidence of some gardening (e.g. Agapanthus) in the northern corner and elsewhere among the remnant indigenous trees. The clothes hoist of one
adjoining property is placed to catch the sun just inside the reserve.
Cultural features
Three post holes from the fence of former Warners' Dairy, near the boundary with the road reserve. Cricket pitch and net on upper Turret Reserve in past maintained by adjoining
resident.
Existing access
Readily accessible from the pathway from The Postern to Lookout Reserve. Access exists via sandstone steps connecting the upper level to the lower level and to The Rampart
and to Keep Reserve.
Existing Maintenance
Council officers and occasional work by neighbours.
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Issues and concerns
Need for removal of rubbish including accumulated garden dumping around rock crevasse. Desire to restore lower area back to its indigenous scrub vegetation and to further
expose some of the rock platform of the lower area which was covered and turfed in the past.
Role / significance
Major rock escarpment feature with expansive views to Northbridge and serves as a prominent landmark. Demonstrates the pedestrian system with its pathway linkage to adjoining
reserve. This reserve lies along a fauna linkage which runs in a north south direction across the ridge plateau of Castlecrag and connects to the foreshore habitat corridor.
Management Policy
Use: Retain as passive and limited active recreation; retain active use near pathway, especially cricket pitch and net.
Access: Retain east-west pedestrian route. Maintain access from upper to lower level. Check steps for stability, remove leaf litter and debris and overhanging vegetation from
track.
Landscape character: Move towards more natural character; encourage the retention and use of 'invisible' wire fences along rear of The Parapet properties.
Vegetation: Retain grassed area at northern end around cricket pitch and some grassed area for children's play, and encourage expanded bush regeneration out from around
indigenous trees and remove weeds. Continue indigenous plantings to encourage north/south fauna corridor. In particular, plant species which provide protection for small birds.
Rock outcrops: Expand areas of exposed rock by removal of overburden and plant material where practical.
Views: Retain views from upper level; don't obscure access of rock outcrops by plantings.
Cultural features: Retain cricket pitch and some grassed area for children's play.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Priorities for action
Remove rubbish from rock crevasse between upper and lower levels.
Expand and expose rock by removal of overburden and plant material where practical.
Continue to protect and regenerate indigenous species on upper and lower levels.
Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris from steps.
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R-10 – Keep Reserve
Address
Between 36 and 38 The Rampart.
System
Reserve serves as an entry point to the Griffin Federation Track which links the Castlecrag Estate with the Willoughby Incinerator designed by Griffin at Bicentennial Reserve. Part
of the escarpment formation which includes Turret Reserve. It serves as a neighbourhood reserve for some properties on The Rampart.
Keep Reserve is contiguous with Warners Park Reserve which connects to Watergate Reserve to the south east and to Warners Park to the south west and the suburb of
Northbridge.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland, escarpment, watercourse, park.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned E2 – Environmental Conservation.
Plant Community: Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest (10agi) with some minor areas of Sydney Sandstone Ridgetop Woodland (10ari).
General: Keep Reserve has been classified as a ‘natural area: bushland, escarpment, watercourse’, (part 1, section 1.5) in the Griffin Reserves Castlecrag Plan of Management.
The reserve has a south west aspect and falls away from The Rampart with a drop of about 15m. Both the Keep Reserve and Turret Reserve were clearly chosen for their uniquely
linking sandstone escarpment and rock platforms leading up into Castlecrag from the waterfront at Watergate Reserve. They form a representative profile of the two main
sandstone escarpment systems that run along similar contours through the Griffin planned sub-divisions (e.g. Casement, Embrasure, Gargoyle and Oriel Reserves). Many of the
housing blocks above and below this section of The Rampart appear to have large sandstone outcrops that survive intact (especially on the pre-1960 developments.)The Keep
Reserve had also been specially selected for a reserve because of its 'indented' escarpment form where the sandstone formations could be interpreted as a castle keep.
A drainage line runs through the site from the top off The Rampart. The extent of the run-off is accommodated by works which focus the drainage in a mostly natural formation to
the south of the reserve. There are substantial works on Warners Park Reserve adjoining The Keep to assist drainage.
Work by the volunteer bushcare group and Council bushcare trainer on the west side of the drainage line has included the removal of weeds, exotic mid-story and groundcover
species in a systematic way, with selective culling and canopy lift of Pittosporum, pile burns and track maintenance. On the east side of drainage line works have included both
primary and maintenance weeding and a pile burn was conducted in Dec. 2003. Pile burns have stimulated seed and promoted the growth of indigenous plant species. A hazard
reduction/ecological burn is planned for the eastern side of reserve which will be continuous into Watergate Reserve.
On the western side of the drainage line a well-defined and very well used walking track known as the Griffin Federation Track exists, which links to adjoining reserves. The
roadside verge at the beginning of the track off The Rampart has been significantly improved with landscaping using indigenous planting and marked by rocks with plaques
displaying the reserve name and map of the Federation Track. The properties on either side of the reserve are unfenced.
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Cultural Features
Plaque set in stone at entry off The Rampart showing the Plan of Griffin Reserves and The Griffin Federation Track, as well as a rock with the reserve name plaque. Evidence exists
of old path / steps on the eastern side of reserve.
Existing access
This reserve has a wide frontage to The Rampart from which it is accessible. In the original concept it was also accessible from the rear of properties on The Rampart and the
proposed road The Palisade. Keep Reserve is a practicable means of achieving access to the Watergate Reserve and Warner's Park, and also to Northbridge Baths.
Existing Maintenance
Maintained by adjoining owner on west side of reserve and volunteer bushcare group with Council bushcare trainer.
Issues and concerns
Requires ongoing reduction of weeds and bush regeneration and monitoring of drainage along track. Requires hazard reduction burn to be implemented when possible on eastern
side.
Roles/Significance
Natural area featuring bushland with canopy of established Angophora costata, Eucalyptus gummifera, Corymbia gummifera and understorey of Ceratopetalum gummiferum,
Elaeocarpus reticulatus and Banksia serrata. The area contains significant rugged indented rock escarpment featuring prominent rock outcrops.
The area contains significant rugged indented rock escarpment featuring prominent rock outcrops. It serves as a link between other reserves and the entry point to the Griffin
Federation Track. This reserve lies along a fauna linkage which runs in a north south direction across the ridge plateau of Castlecrag and connects to the foreshore reserve fauna
corridor.
Management Policy
Use: Maintain existing pattern of uses by providing amenity as a natural area of bushland, with major walking track which links the Griffin reserves system to waterfront reserves,
park and adjoining suburb.
Access: Maintain area around Federation Track signage. Maintain existing walking tracks to create a clearly defined route through the reserves and monitor drainage and possible
erosion on tracks. Monitor track and steps for stability; remove leaf litter and debris and overhanging vegetation
Landscape character: Retain existing and work on increasing existing plant community of Open forest/woodland area Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest [10ag(i)].
Vegetation: Apply Council’s bush regeneration techniques to control weed occurrence throughout reserve. Council’s Bushfire Management Team to prepare and conduct a hazard
reduction burn linked with the proposed burn for Watergate Reserve, then post-fire weed on the eastern side of this site. Refer habitat concerns to Wildlife and Habitat officers.
Reserve is to be reviewed annually by Council’s Bushfire Management Team.
Rock outcrops: Regularly clear debris and weeds to preserve visibility of rock outcrops.
Fauna: Keep Reserve connects to two other bushland reserves and is a pivotal reserve in the Griffin reserve and pathway system and forms an important wildlife corridor which
enables the ability for fauna to thrive e.g. Possums, Eastern Water Dragon, Blue Tongue Lizard, Tawny frog Mouth, brush turkeys.
Cultural features: Maintain area at entry to Federation Track. Track signage to be kept clear of vegetation.
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Priorities for Action
1. Complete planned hazard reduction/ecological burn on reserve (eastern side of Keep Reserve) when possible.
2. Continue ongoing bush regeneration to maintain the natural ecosystems and biodiversity of local indigenous flora and fauna.
3. Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris from steps.
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R-11 – Watergate Reserve and Part Warners Park
Address
Off The Rampart, The Redoubt, The Barbette and The Palisade.
System
Major bushland reserves in the foreshore reserve system. They form part of continuous bushland along the southern foreshore of Castlecrag. Watergate and part of Warner’s Park
are bushland reserves located within the Sailors Bay Creek catchment. The catchment starts at Market Garden Park and flows east and downwards into Warners Park and then
into Watergate Reserve and then down to Middle Harbour. The Sailors Bay Creek catchment is dominated by Hawkesbury Sandstone. It is situated within a steeply V-shaped valley
with many rocky outcrops, overhangs and escarpments.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland, escarpment, watercourse, foreshore. Watergate Reserve and part of Warners Park is classified as bushland as defined in State Environmental
Planning Policy No.19 and is protected under State and Federal Legislation).
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned E2 – Environmental Conservation.
Plant Community: This area includes Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest (Closed Forest) 10agiii (Cf), Open Forest/Woodland [10agi (Ofw)].
Habitat: Dense vegetated areas and gully forests are of high habitat values.
General: Watergate Reserve, together with the northern portion of Warners Park (northern portion only in this study) forms the south facing open space setting alongside Sailors
Bay Creek. The reserve is approx. 7.5 hectares in size and incorporates Sailors Bay Creek and the associated area of Middle Harbour. The reserves comprise steep rugged
sandstone escarpment with dominant sandstone outcrops running along the contours in two principle systems - upper (immediately below the back of The Rampart properties) and
lower (just above the creek and almost half way up the slope further east). These systems continue to Sailors Bay Park to the east. Due to the steep topography and south facing
aspect, the reserve has a substantial stand of tall Coachwood trees forming a closed forest enveloping the creek. Above the escarpment the vegetation is a mix of open heath and
open forest/woodland. The reserve is generally in good condition however urban impacts are evident at the interface with residential development. Much has been removed but
some invasive species still existing e.g. Camphor laurels and Privet.
An additional road, The Palisade, was proposed to be built parallel to the foreshore though Watergate Reserve, with a reserve alongside the foreshore and another reserve and
pathway at the rear and roughly following the escarpment. Only the beginning of The Palisade was ever constructed.
Two houses on The Palisade, where the land is not so steep, adjoining owners have created small open grassed areas. It is in locations which were to be small parks in the early
plans (before the land which was to become The Palisade was dedicated as open space in lieu of land tax).
Cultural features
The small open areas at the rear of 2- 6 The Barbette have existed as local open areas for many years and should not be the subject of bush regeneration without discussion with
the neighbours.
Existing access
A walking track runs through Watergate Reserve connecting The Palisade to the pathways which link to both Casement Reserve and to The Barbette. A walking track also leads to
where Sailors Bay Creek flows into Middle Harbour. The Griffin Federation Track runs through Warners Park connecting Keep Reserve to The Outpost. Three other drainage
reserves flow into Watergate Reserve but are inaccessible due to either difficult terrain and/or overgrown vegetation.
Existing Maintenance
Council Contractors.
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Issues and concerns
General: Stormwater off Eastern Valley Way and up-stream enters Warners Park through Sailors Bay Creek and carries gross pollutants and nutrients in fine sediments which are
deposited along the creek line. The creek is then piped under the Bowling Club before entering the creek line on the eastern side of The Outpost. Previous farming history would
have changed the soil structure in the Warners Park area. Sewer access chambers are located along the boundary of 3 The Palisade up towards The Rampart and behind 28 - 30
Morotai Place. Disturbance occurred during installation of the sewer running through Watergate Reserve and pollution from occasional overflows has encouraged weeds in the
past. There is an ongoing need to monitor for weed escapes from adjoining properties and need to have ongoing weed removal and ongoing bush regeneration. Walkers with ‘off
leash’ dogs disturbing local fauna continue to be a concern.
Encroachments: There is one recorded encroachment down the Drainage Reserve between 3 The Palisade and 15 The Outpost consisting of a clothes line, lawn and garden at
rear and side. One previously unrecorded encroachment on the western boundary of 15 The Outpost consisting of lawn and garden.
Role / significance
General: An example of the preservation of foreshore reserve which provides access for public recreation.
Habitat Significance: Watergate Reserve and part of Warners Park is part of an important habitat linkage extending around the foreshores of Middle Harbour and as well inland to
the west to meet Market Gardens Park and nearby Flat Rock Gully. Its deep valley and creek line provide excellent protected habitat for a number of species including the Swamp
Wallabies, Short Beaked Echidna, Eastern Whip Bird, Pheasant Coucal and various other small birds, mammals and reptiles.
Achievements
Extensive bush regeneration and noxious weed control have improved the quality and diversity of the bushland. Council bush regeneration contractors work in the reserves. Liaison
with residents is regular and ongoing. Designated walking track has prevented destruction of bushland by reduction of multiple tracks.
Management Policy
Use: Ongoing maintenance of existing pattern of use by providing an amenity of a natural area of bushland, with major walking track which links the Griffin reserves system to
waterfront reserves, park and adjoining suburb.
Access: Ongoing maintenance of walking tracks to create a clearly defined route through the reserves and monitor drainage and possible erosion on tracks. Ongoing monitoring of
track and steps for stability and removal of leaf litter, debris and overhanging vegetation.
Landscape character: Ongoing maintenance of existing bushland character. Monitoring of any new adjoining developments and possible encroachments.
Vegetation: Apply Council’s bush regeneration techniques to control weed occurrence throughout reserve. Fire Rescue NSW to conduct a hazard reduction/ecological burn below
properties on The Rampart between 26 - 36 and west adjacent 3 The Palisade in Warners Park below the east side of Keep Reserve. This will be followed with a post-fire weed.
Reserve is to be reviewed annually by Council’s Bushfire Management Team.
Rock outcrops and escarpment: Regularly clear debris and weeds to preserve visibility of rock forms where possible.
Fauna: Ensure continuity of reserve system from Warners Park through to Castlehaven Reserve to ensure this important wildlife corridor is preserved and able to thrive.
Cultural features: Maintain areas around signage and entries to walking tracks to ensure walkers keep to designated walking tracks.
Priorities for Action
1. Complete planned hazard reduction/ecological burn on reserves (part Watergate Reserve part Warners Park) when possible.
2. Continue ongoing bush regeneration to maintain the natural ecosystems and biodiversity of local indigenous flora and fauna.
3. Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris especially from steps.
Refer to Councils website for Watergate and Warners Park Reserve Action Plans
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R-12 – Sailors Bay Park
Address
Southern end of Rockley Street.
System
A park reserved by government in mid nineteenth century. It originally functioned as a pleasure/picnic park approached by water early in the 20th century. Sailors Bay Park is a
bushland reserve of 2.92 ha located at the eastern end of Rockley Street. Situated on the north-eastern shore of Sailors Bay the park is located on a sandstone outcrop which is
surrounded by the waters of Middle Harbour on three sides. It also forms the eastern portion of a local sandstone spur and part of the two escarpment systems common to Warners
and Watergate Reserves.
Description
Category: Park, area of cultural significance, general community use, natural area: bushland, foreshore, escarpment. Sailors Bay Park is classified as bushland as defined in State
Environmental Planning Policy No 19 and is protected under State and Commonwealth Legislation.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned E2 – Environmental Conservation
Plant Community: Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest, Open Forest/Woodland [10agi(Ofw)].
Habitat: Tall open Eucalyptus canopy and rocky foreshore are both of high habitat values.
General: A very steep sealed single lane road connects the car park at the end of Rockley Street with the marina, boat shed and club house are run by Castlecrag Marina and 1st
Sailors Bay Sea Scouts. The upper escarpment has views out over Middle Harbour. Since the last POM was written a defined walking track has been constructed off the road down
to the Marina. It connects to Retreat Reserve and then Castlehaven Reserve, built to deter the multiple tracking which was existing through the reserves. A large car park area
exists at the end of Rockley Street on the ridge. A prescribed burn of 0.2 ha was conducted in 2009.
Cultural Features: Mowbray Point, located at the tip of the Park, was dedicated for wharfage and recreational purposes during the 1880’s. The Castlecrag boatshed was a popular
meeting place for families interested in boating. Sailors Bay Park was named and dedicated as a park in 1896. Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour
Catchment) 2005 Schedule 4 Heritage items - site 38 Willoughby – Site and remains of early wharfage (now occupied by Castlecrag marina), Rockley Street, Castlecrag
In 1994 a monument was placed at the end of Rockley Street to honour Castlecrag resident and actor Leonard Teale for his contribution to performing arts and community work.
Sandstone walls to road and steps cut into stone are remnants from the old works built in the past.
Existing access
The park is directly accessible from Rockley Street. The road to the marina provides access to the foreshore. Off this road is the track which leads to Retreat and Castlehaven
Reserves. An informal track used in the past by Sydney Water for access to the sewer line in Watergate Reserve connects from the marina along the shoreline in a southerly
direction to Watergate Reserve.
Existing Maintenance
Council contractors.
Issues and concerns
General: Nutrient enrichment and increased moisture content has been one of the major issues of the reserve. Near the sediment pond on the southern side of the Rockley Street
car park weeds have infested a large area. The disturbed soil around the car park and water draining from Rockley Street encourage weed infestation. As the car park is situated at
the top of the reserve, weeds spread downward into the reserve in all directions. A power line that provides power for the boatshed and sea scouts cuts through the bush from the
car park to the boatshed. Vegetation maintenance under the power line increases the vulnerability of the area to weed infiltration. There is no sewer access chamber within the park.
There are several landscaped gardens on the fringes and invasive garden species have spread into the park. Impacts from the boatshed and sea scouts buildings are the result
from the provision of access, as well accumulation of rubbish and spread of exotic garden plants.
Role / significance
Habitat Significance: The reserve is a part of continual linkage of habitat along the foreshore of Middle Harbour. Animals find refuge in the reserve, and the connectivity with other
surrounding bushland allows species to move or migrate with less pressure from urbanisation. The park contains tall open Eucalyptus forest and rocky foreshore habitat.
Aboriginal Cultural Significance: The Camaraigal clan of the Guringai nation originally occupied the area. Middens have been recorded nearby and a possible site within the
park is being investigated. They are protected by State and Federal legislation.
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Cultural Significance: An outstanding promontory covered with bushland with long-established use associated with harbour recreation from the late nineteenth century.
Achievements
The Rockley Bushcare group has been gradually removing weeds from the reserve. The group has propagated and planted a number of canopy species in cleared areas. The rock
cliff below 3 - 9 The Barbican was weeded by the Bushland Support Team with rope access. This difficult area is now cleared and the bushcare site below is now easier to maintain.
The prescribed burn in 2009 was successful and the site has since been regenerating successfully. The turnaround and car park at the end of Rockley Street was resurfaced in
2008 with stonework helping to define the edges and central garden.
Management Policy
Use: Continued use associated with marina, but without major expansion so that the bushland character is retained and protected.
Access: Maintain existing walking tracks to create a clearly defined route through the reserve which connects to Retreat and Castlehaven Reserves. Monitor drainage and possible
erosion on tracks. Monitor track and steps for stability; remove leaf litter and debris and overhanging vegetation. Maintain area around track signage and Leonard Teale monument.
Landscape character: Maintain existing character, with ongoing improvement to bushland character.
Vegetation: Ongoing bush regeneration required; need to monitor for dispersal of water draining from Rockley Street, to reduce impact on bushland.
Cultural features: Retain and repair old steps and paths as required. Maintain visual access to Leonard Teale monument.
Priorities for action
1. Continue ongoing bush regeneration to maintain the natural ecosystems and biodiversity of local indigenous flora and fauna.
2. Monitor reserve track for condition, maintenance and improvements. Track to be well defined by removal of overhanging vegetation and debris especially from steps. Ensure
maintenance of old steps and paths.
3. Monitor car park surface and drainage from Rockley Street.
4. Discuss issues with neighbours with a view to minimising garden escapes and impacts of new developments.
Refer to Councils Website for Sailors Bay Park Reserve Action Plan
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R-13 – Retreat Reserve
Address
Rear of 68 - 100 The Bulwark
System
A reserve based around the confluence of the two 'seasonal' creeks leading down from Embrasure and Gargoyle Reserves above and both carried under The Bulwark in beautifully
built sandstone culverts that face into the reserve. These two branches join in the centre of the reserve and flow out into Sailors Bay. The reserve provides protection for the natural
creek line and the surrounding natural vegetation.
Description
Category: Natural area: bushland, watercourse. Sailors Bay Park is classified as bushland as defined in State Environmental Planning Policy No 19 and is protected under State
and Commonwealth Legislation. Under Sydney Harbour Catchment Regional Environmental Plan 2005 the coast along Castlehaven Reserve is classed as W8 Scenic Waters
Passive Use and the area below Retreat Reserve is a Wetlands Protection Area.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned E2 – Environmental Conservation
Plant Community: Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest, Closed Forest [10agiii(Cf)]. Good stands of Coachwoods - Ceratopetum apetalum and native tree fern – Cyathea australis.
There are a few corkwoods – Endiandra sieberi which have been found in the reserve. Healthy patches of sea grass are found in the waters below the creek indicating the runoff
from the creek is fairly clean.
General: The landform is fairly gentle along the lower creek areas and steeper below the culvert outfaces and upper access areas immediately below the south west and northern
property boundary. Sandstone outcrops occur all about the reserve, especially the upper areas.
The creek branches have a fairly good cover of the indigenous bushland flora, where boundaries to some adjacent properties are imperceptible and Griffin's vision of houses,
gardens, and reserves being at one with the landscape is still delightfully represented (e.g. 88 and 80 The Bulwark - the latter being famous in Sydney for its light impact on the
natural landform and where the native coachwood trees are shared between reserve and house site).
The greater part of the site is covered by Sydney moist gully species, with the south facing slopes having the healthier and denser cover. (There are good stands of native fern.) The
southern slopes adjoining the creek are been more weed-infested directly adjoining residential blocks.
There are also two drainage reserves leading into the reserve from The Bulwark between 66 and 68 at the junction with Castlehaven Reserve and between 100 and 102 The
Bulwark, neither of which are easily accessible.
Cultural features
The well-built sandstone culverts are to be kept and maintained. The arris rail fence on The Rampart.
Existing access
No obvious paths from The Bulwark exist through Retreat Reserve. Informal tracks from adjoining properties have been minimised and a walking track now exists to link Sailors Bay
Reserve to Castlehaven Reserve to reduce impact on bushland.
Existing Maintenance
Maintenance is conducted by Council contractors and by a very active bushcare group. The group have worked consistently to improve the northern side of the creekline and are
extending their work along both upper creeklines. The contractors have worked along the southern side of the creekline.
Issues and concerns
Due to the narrowness of the reserve disturbances to the perimeter quickly affect the inner parts. There is an ongoing need to monitor for weed escapees from adjoining properties
and need to have ongoing weed removal and ongoing bush regeneration. At the same time liaise with neighbours wherever possible regarding weed escapees. Walkers with ‘off
leash’ dogs and light spillage at night disturbing local fauna are further concerns.
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Role / significance
General: A remnant of the natural drainage system which provides access to the foreshore. Contributes to the enhancement of fauna habitat linkages.
Habitat Significance: The reserve is a part of continual linkage of habitat along the foreshore of Middle Harbour. Animals find refuge in the reserve, and the connectivity with other
adjoining reserves allows species to move or migrate with less pressure from urbanisation. The reserve contains tall open Eucalyptus forest and rocky foreshore habitat. There have
been wallaby sightings in the reserve and it is home to the Powerful Owl- Ninox strenua.
Aboriginal Cultural Significance: The Camaraigal clan of the Guringai nation originally occupied the area.
Management Policy
Use: Natural drainage reserve and bushland with limited bush track access.
Access: Maintain existing walking track to create a clearly defined route through the reserve and monitor drainage and possible erosion on track. Monitor track and steps for
stability; remove leaf litter and debris and overhanging vegetation. Discourage any tracks leading from properties to foreshores.
Landscape character: Maintain and preserve existing indigenous bushland character.
Vegetation: Continue removal of garden escapees and weeds and ensure ongoing bush regeneration.
Cultural features: Maintain and preserve stone culverts on The Bulwark of adjoining drainage and road reserves.
Priorities for action
1. Maintain pedestrian walking track to the foreshore and other reserves
2. Continue ongoing bush regeneration to maintain the natural ecosystems and biodiversity of local indigenous flora and fauna.
3. Discuss issues with neighbours with a view to minimising garden escapees and impacts of new developments.
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R-14 and R-15 – Castlehaven and Extension and Haven Amphitheatre
Address
Off Rockley Street, The Bulwark, The Barricade, The Scarp.
System
A major component of the Griffin vision of preserving the natural bushland of foreshore reserves. Castlehaven Reserve includes the Haven Amphitheatre.
Description
Category: Castlehaven Reserve - Natural area: bushland, escarpment, watercourse, foreshore. Haven Amphitheatre - area of cultural significance, general community use, natural
area: bushland, watercourse. Castlehaven Reserve is classified as bushland as defined in State Environmental Planning Policy No.19 and is protected under State and Federal
Legislation.
Under Sydney Harbour Catchment Regional Environmental Plan 2005 the coast along Castlehaven Reserve is classed as ‘W8 Scenic Waters Passive Use’ and the area below
Retreat Reserve is a ‘Wetlands Protection Area’.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned E2 – Environmental Conservation. The Haven Amphitheatre is listed as an item of local heritage significance in WLEP 2012 (item I35)
Plant Community: Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest, Open Forest Woodland [10agi(Ofw)].
Habitat: The reserve supports a range of habitats from protected Coachwood forests and fern-lined gullies to sclerophyll vegetation. It falls steeply to the foreshore providing
protected pockets for habitat. There are several rocky creeks with ponds. The foreshore reserve below Retreat Reserve has grey mangroves and the water beyond has a patch of
seagrass. Intertidal areas support a variety of algal communities with a diverse range of marine invertebrates.
General: Castlehaven Reserve is a linear foreshore reserve of natural bushland (2.9 ha) on the southern side of the Castlecrag peninsular. It adjoins Sailors Bay Park and Retreat
Reserve in the west and extends east to Beverley Blacklock Reserve. The land slopes down, sometimes steeply, from the rear of residential properties in Castlecrag to the
foreshore of Sailors Bay. It includes sandstone outcrops along the top edge of the reserve and the shoreline with patches of exposed rock dotted about the slope. The reserve is
dominated by Hawkesbury Sandstone. It has large patches of bushland in good condition with areas of weed along stormwater drainage lines and extending from the boundaries of
residential properties that adjoin the reserve. The gulley area below the junction of The Scarp and The Barricade is used as an open-air theatre called the Haven Amphitheatre.
Existing access
There have been many paths through this reserve from individual properties to the foreshore which have now been minimised to preserve the native bushland. A pathway exists
between 5 and 7 The Scarp (P-28) to meet the foreshore and between 3 and 5 (P-29) The Barricade which meets the walking track from Sailors Bay Park. The public walking track
at the western end of Castlehaven Reserve connects to the Council maintenance access track which follows the sewer line and connects to Beverley Blacklock Reserve. The
maintenance track is being upgraded to allow safer pedestrian access through the reserve and to deter the creation of minor tracking which disturbs bushland.
Existing Maintenance
Council bush regeneration contractors work in the reserve. Two bushcare groups have contributed to the ongoing health of bush below The Scarp. Another has progressively
worked from Sailors Bay Park to below 102 The Bulwark.
Issues and concerns
General: Need to provide access for community to foreshore reserves while ensuring security for neighbouring properties and preservation of the natural ecosystem. Need for
ongoing bush regeneration and community education in bush regeneration techniques.
Reserve Impacts: Nine stormwater outlets drain onto the reserve, six feeding into existing creeklines with occasional dislodgment of sandstone boulders and increased erosion
during heavy rains, while three flow directly overland, causing some degradation of native vegetation, although two have been modified to channel their flow. The sewer line running
along the rear of the properties has contributed to disturbance of the bushland. A maintenance track runs along the line of the sewer and is also used by locals. Dumping of rubbish
and garden waste, garden escapees, clearing for views, encroachments including access tracks to waterfront from individual residences are some of the reserve impacts from
adjoining properties. Along the foreshore edge individual owners use the reserve to permanently store dinghies, kayaks and canoes causing degradation of vegetation and habitat.
Encroachments: Nos. 3, 9, 15, 17, 19, 23, 27C, 41, 43 The Scarp, 7 The Barricade, 38 Linden Way.
Fauna Habitat Issues: Foxes and uncontrolled companion animals pose the most serious threats to native wildlife in the reserve. Prescribed burns could regenerate habitat on the
more open exposed areas of forest on minor headlands. Stormwater and sewage overflows can impact species along flow lines as well as water quality and marine species along
the foreshore.
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Role / significance
Cultural Significance: In 1943 Marion Mahony Griffin gifted the title deeds of Castlehaven Reserve to WiIloughby Council for public use. Smaller lots at the eastern end were
th
acquired in the late 20 century to provide continuity of the foreshore reserve. Traces of a cottage and surrounding grounds and early boatsheds remain, and three boatsheds still
exist (privately leased from NSW Transport Roads and Maritime Services Department). Marion Mahony Griffin established the Haven Valley Scenic Theatre in the early 1930s
which held the first community performances in the gully, using natural features as the first stage. Rough stone seats were built in terrace formation on the western side and the
natural bushland and gully setting were an important part of the concept. The 1943 Deed of Trust permitted continued use of part of the reserve as a natural open-air theatre. After
falling into disrepair, the seating was restored and expanded and the wooden stage built in the early 1970s by the Castlecrag community. In 1976 a committee was appointed by
Council to run the open-air theatre. The committee still exists to stage productions at the theatre. In 1992 the stage was enlarged, facilities installed underneath and seating
enlarged. The Haven Amphitheatre demonstrates the Griffin concepts of providing community recreational facilities.
Habitat Significance: Castlehaven Reserve is part of an important habitat linkage extending around the foreshores of Middle Harbour. While impacts come from the houses
above, the lower area above the foreshore provides better habitat, particularly where steep slopes restrict human access. Species include King Parrot, Eastern Whip Bird, Azure
Kingfisher, Sugar Glider, Microbat spp, Bandicoot, Brown Antechinus and Water Rat.
Aboriginal Cultural Significance: Prior to European settlement the area was inhabited by the Camaraigal clan of the Guringai nation. Evidence of Aboriginal occupation is found
in caves and middens located along the foreshore reserve.
Management Policy
Use: Natural foreshore reserve with limited community access. Natural bushland with natural watercourse and limited bush track access.
Access: Maintain existing walking track to create a clearly defined route through the reserves and monitor drainage and possible erosion on track. Monitor track and steps for
stability; remove leaf litter and debris and overhanging vegetation. Discourage any tracks leading fron properties to foreshores.
Landscape character: Maintain and preserve existing indigenous bushland character.
Vegetation: Continue removal of garden escapes and weeds and ensure ongoing bush regeneration.
Cultural features: The natural setting, landform and vegetation containing the amphitheatre to be maintained and preserved. Retain sandstone base of cottage and associated
garden and steps and consider seat on level ground as rest and lookout point. Contractors to continue removal of remaining colony of golden bamboo.
Priorities for action
1. Maintain pedestrian walking track to the foreshore and other reserves
2. Continue ongoing bush regeneration to maintain the natural ecosystems and biodiversity of local indigenous flora and fauna.
3. Discuss issues with neighbours with a view to minimising garden escapes and impacts of new developments.
Refer to Councils website for the Castlehaven Reserve Action Plan
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R-16 – Merlon Reserve
Address
The Bulwark, alongside the road edge, behind 18 The Scarp (alongside the Pathway and Drainage Reserve P-26).
System
An example of a natural rock feature, which has been obscured by vegetation and later works. Reserve would have once provided views to the south and possibly to the foreshore.
Description
Category: Park.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
General: A mini-reserve likely to have been chosen for its attractive rock feature and view prospects. Currently part of it is used as a car parking area, the result of being levelled
using fill from spoil from a swimming pool site somewhere nearby (20 - 30 years ago). Adjacent to the south and west there are impressive rock outcrops shared between public and
private lands and which dominate part of the roadside. It is possible, given the name, that the present site has had its once interesting features lost over time. Hedge planting on the
reserve appears as the boundary planting to 18 The Scarp and significantly reduces the accessibility and visual size of the reserve which is partly on the slope down towards the
property. Vegetation obscures a stormwater pipe and pit existing on the Pathway and Drainage Reserve P-26 between18 The Scarp and 34 The Bulwark and prevents access. This
drainage reserve appears as part of the adjoining properties.
Cultural features
The view and natural rock features that once existed are now obscured by vegetation and other works.
Existing access
Reserve is only partly accessible off roadside.
Existing Maintenance
Council officers.
Issues and concerns
Once apparent natural features can no longer be seen and appreciated. There is a lack of apparent reserve with dominant use being for parking.
Role significance
Probably this reserve was once an example of the Griffin concept of retaining landscape features and allowing space for appreciation of the view. No longer holds great significance.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Management Policy
Use: Reserve with limited community use except as a car park area. There is a possible option for some future reserve amenity.
Access: From roadside. Hedged vegetation prevents access to entire reserve.
Landscape character: Encourage the planting of local indigenous species to replace exotics especially where hedge exists.
Vegetation: Continue removal of garden escapes, weeds and exotics to regain sense of indigenous species
Cultural features: Create visual access to rock feature.

Priorities for action
1. Discuss options with adjoining owners with a view to replacing exotics with indigenous plants.
2. Design an area and provide a seat in the reserve for appreciation of area as a minor neighbourhood reserve and rest point.
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R-17 – The Bailey
Address
Between 40 and 44 The Bulwark.
System
Not part of the original planned system of reserves but effectively fulfils the role described by Griffin for the small reserves i.e. a local playground for neighbouring properties,
especially those with access via adjoining pathway P-27.
Description
Category: ‘Park, natural area: part bushland’, (part 1, section 1.5) in the Griffin Reserves Plan of Management.
Zoning: WLEP 2012 Land Zoned RE 1 – Public Recreation.
General: This park and playground occupies two lots of the Haven estate and therefore has a substantial frontage to The Bulwark. It provides views of Sailors Bay, which can be
seen driving along The Bulwark as well as from the park itself. The land slopes downward away from The Bulwark. There are essentially two areas. The upper area is grassed with
a defined playground area with shrubs and small trees around the boundary perimeter. The lower area has been a combination of turf and has suffered with garden escapes and
weed invasion and is slowly being planted out with indigenous plants. There have been ongoing problems with water flowing across this area and needs to be monitored for
possible future erosion. Stone steps provide access to the adjoining pathway P-27 at the rear and the reserve provides access to properties located on The Scarp.
Cultural features
Distant views to Sailors Bay and The Spit. Stone steps to adjoining pathway.
Existing access
Readily accessible from The Bulwark and from the properties alongside the pathway.
Existing Maintenance
Council officers and contractors.
Issues and concerns
Requires ongoing maintenance due to playground, turfed areas and the ongoing need for removal of weeds from garden beds and lower area. Requires monitoring of possible
erosion caused from water flowing across lower area of reserve.
Role / significance
A reserve that operates as a neighbourhood park providing a playground amenity for local children. Provides pedestrian linkage.
Management Policy
Use: Local neighbourhood park with children’s playground.
Access: Maintain access from The Bulwark and link through to lower Pathway.
Landscape character: Maintain and preserve openness of parkland setting around playground. Lower area to have a more indigenous bushland character.
Vegetation: Maintain existing turfed area, continue removal of garden escapes and weeds and ensure ongoing bush regeneration of lower area with open scrub species.
Cultural features: Retain and maintain sandstone steps to lower Pathway.
Priorities for action
1. Ongoing safety checks are required of playground and furniture.
2. Ongoing landscape maintenance of area surrounding playground.
3. Continued planting of indigenous species and regeneration on lower area.
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